. At the present time there is structural inforjunctions but has also trapped the protein in the initial mation for only a handful of these proteins. stage of fork reversal. We propose a mechanism for Recombination-mediated repair of stalled replication how forks are processed by RecG to facilitate replicaforks appears to take place by several distinct mechation fork restart. In addition, this structure suggests nisms (Figure 1) . Two of these are thought to involve that the mechanism and function of the two largest RecA in forming a four-way (Holliday junction) intermedihelicase superfamilies are distinct.
Introduction migrate Holliday junctions is the RuvAB complex (reviewed in West, 1996) . RuvA is a tetrameric protein that Chromosomal replication in eubacteria typically begins recognizes and binds tightly to Holliday junctions. The at a unique site, termed the "origin" (Kornberg and RuvB protein is a hexameric helicase that is recruited to Baker, 1992). DNA replication then proceeds bidirectionthe RuvA/Holliday junction complex and drives junction ally to produce so-called "theta" structures (Cairns, migration. Finally, the junction is resolved by the RuvC 1963) which contain two replication forks, each proendonuclease. Crystal structures of the RuvA tetramer gressing away from the replication origin via the action (Rafferty et al., 1996) arranged symmetrically around a central acidic "pin" direction around the circular chromosome, the two forks region. The RuvB protein is then thought to act by pulling meet at a sequence that directs the termination of replitwo of the arms of the junction, forcing the DNA strands cation and disassembly of the replication apparatus via to separate either side of the acidic pins of the RuvA the action of a terminator protein that is bound at this protein, thereby inducing the strand exchange required site. For many years, it was envisaged that replication for junction migration. Despite the availability of several of the leading strand at each replication fork would be crystal structures and considerable biochemical data a continuous, highly processive process that would con-(reviewed in West, 1996) , the molecular details of the tinue uninterrupted around the chromosome. Replicaprocess by which the RuvAB protein complex drives the tion of the lagging strand would take place at regular migration of Holliday junctions are still not well underintervals from newly synthesized RNA primers that initistood. ate Okazaki fragments. However, more recently, it has Genetic and biochemical evidence appeared to have become apparent that this is a naïve view of the process revealed another system for branch migration (Lloyd, 1991; Whitby et al., 1993 another. There are no contacts to stabilize this base, Rep (Korolev et al., 1997). We therefore refer to these presumably because this needs to be a transient state to as the "helicase domains." One point of interest in this facilitate flipping between the duplexes during junction region is the relative orientation of these domains, which migration. Although we have crystallized the protein with has been shown to alter when ATP binds in the cleft a fork rather than a four-way junction, it is evident from between these domains in the SF1 helicases (Velankar the structure that the displaced strands on each arm of et al., 1999), a mechanism that is thought to be similar the fork would be suitably disposed to allow them to in SF2 helicases (Kim et al., 1998). This region is certainly associate and form the fourth arm of the chicken foot flexible in both SF1 and SF2 helicases, and several difas they emerged from the surface of the wedge domain ferent relative orientations of these domains have been (discussed below). observed in different crystal structures (Subramanya et On moving further than in the present structure, the template arm is at the junction itself, indicating how this protein interwould run into a part of Domain 3, although a relatively acts specifically with stalled replication forks. The intersmall reorientation of the DNA would allow a longer arm action is mediated on one side of the junction largely to run across the surface of the domain. In a real fork, through the wedge domain, and on the other by an of course, the template arm would be a much longer extended ␤ hairpin (residues 259-266). The junction is section of duplex DNA, which is likely to make additional gripped between these structural features, which serve contacts with the protein beyond those we observe in to split the two duplex arms of the fork simultaneously.
the present crystal structure. We are therefore cautious The template strands run along either side of the wedge in interpreting details of the interaction between the domain in grooves that are too narrow to accommodate template arm and Domain 3 at this stage. a DNA duplex. Therefore, both the lagging and leading There is, however, one other crystal structure of a SF2 duplex arms of a junction would be split across the helicase family member in a complex with nucleic acid. wedge domain as the template strands run into these The hepatitis C virus NS3 RNA helicase has been crystalgrooves.
lized with an eight base single-stranded deoxyuridylate On the template duplex arm, there are nine base pairs oligonucleotide (Kim et al., 1998), providing some inforof DNA that are in regular B-form conformation. At the mation about the interaction between this protein and nucleic acid. In the structure, the DNA binds in a groove tenth base pair, the junction has been split open so that the equivalent DNA binding site lies at the center of the from the lagging arm. By using different fork substrates in which the leading and lagging strand arm lengths structure as viewed in Figure 2 , and a superposition of the two structures is shown in Figure 4 . This superposiwere altered, the highest activity was observed for substrates in which the lengths of the arms were more tion reveals that a longer template strand arm could bind across this site. However, an important difference closely matched. Although complicated by issues of processivity, these preliminary data do at least suggest is that because RecG lacks the C-terminal domain present in NS3 protein, the groove in NS3 becomes an open that the enzyme requires substrate arms of similar lengths to enable efficient strand displacement. This surface in RecG, providing sufficient room for a duplex to bind. Furthermore, because RecG is missing this proposal would certainly be consistent with the structure, because it would seem that for efficient binding C-terminal domain, several contacts that are important for the interaction of NS3 helicase with ssDNA are aband translocation, both arms would have to be bound onto the surface of the protein to facilitate splitting of sent in RecG, particularly the critical "bookend" tryptophan and valine residues (Kim et al., 1998). Consethe junction across the wedge domain. Without these interactions, the torsional strain which must arise during quently, the mechanism for DNA translocation in RecG cannot be the same as that proposed for NS3. translocation along the template arm could force the substrate to lift away from the surface of the protein. shows how the base pairs at the junction are split across the protein and stabilized by aromatic interactions with structure that is closely related to SF1 helicases with two RecA-like domains, although with a connectivity the orphan bases. It therefore seems that in order to unwind both arms simultaneously, the protein would that is like the nucleotide binding domain of adenylate kinase (Bird et al., 1998a). In common with SF1 helisimply have to pull on the template arm, thereby dragging the junction across the wedge domain. As decases, the nucleotide binding site in SF2 enzymes has been shown to be in the cleft between these domains scribed above, it is not possible for a DNA duplex to pass though the junction binding site; only the template (Theis et al., 1999) and, although there is still no direct structural evidence, it has been proposed that cleft clostrands on the leading and lagging arms would be able to pass through the grooves on either side of the wedge sure might be associated with nucleotide binding in a manner analogous to that demonstrated for PcrA, and domain. Consequently, the nascent DNA strand(s) would be stripped off the template by a simple steric interaction that this conformational change would drive helicase activity (Kim et al., 1998; Story et al., 2001) . However, and would be displaced to either side, but their proximity would allow association of these complementary there are interesting differences between SF1 and SF2 helicases in regard to their NTPase properties. The strands to form a four-way junction (i.e., chicken foot).
sequence motifs thought to be characteristic of heli- This latter observation led to the proposal that the "helibinds and hydrolyzes, in a manner similar to that demoncase" motifs should more appropriately be referred to strated for PcrA, allowing the protein alternately to bind as "translocase" domains. Thus, the modularity of these and release the template duplex region, thereby walking proteins couples a nucleic acid translocation motor along the DNA. The interaction between the protein and function to other domains that provide specificity for the duplex need not involve both strands. Indeed, the different forms of nucleic acids but which may also con-3Ј-5Ј polarity that has been demonstrated for RecG sugtribute to the helicase activity itself by destabilizing the gests that the major contacts will be with only one of duplex(es). The structure that we present here reveals the strands.
another extension of this family. In RecG, we see a conThis proposed mechanism has parallels with that proserved structure for the translocase domains, to which posed for the RuvAB complex (West, 1996) . In RuvAB, is attached a novel domain that confers both a specificity the two RuvB protein rings are thought to act as doublefor stalled replication forks and a mechanism for splitting strand DNA translocation motors that each pull one arm two duplexes simultaneously. of the Holliday junction in order to split the junction Our proposal that RecG might be a double-strand across the RuvA protein tetramer. Interestingly, the DNA translocase raises the question whether other SF2 helijunction is split across a domain of the RuvA protein cases might also be dsDNA (or dsRNA) translocases. It that has the same fold as that of the wedge domain of is evident that many of the family members would be RecG, although the acidic pin region of RuvA that is able to perform their tasks without needing to separate responsible for splitting the junction (Rafferty et al., the strands of the duplex, at least in a permanent fashion 1996) is not present in RecG. For the RecG:junction (e.g., type I restriction enzymes, UvrB, Swi/Snf2), and it complex, a single motor pulls one arm of the junction, may be that this is one functional reason behind the which is then split across one RuvA-like domain, albeit evolution of these two helicase families. in a slightly different manner to that used by RuvAB.
The structure presented here provides detailed inforHowever, there is one potential difference between mation about the recognition of stalled fork structures by RecG, but there are still many unanswered questions. these systems that might be of biological significance.
Although we propose a general model for how RecG Since hexameric ring helicases, such as RuvAB, are unwinds junctions, details about the mechanism, such generally more processive than monomeric enzymes as the step size (i.e., how many base pairs of DNA are such as RecG, this raises the possibility that RecG and unwound by RecG for each ATP that is hydrolyzed), RuvAB might differ in their respective processivities.
remain to be elucidated. Future biochemical and strucThis difference might be important in relation to their tural work should help to clarify these issues. Although respective roles in the processing of stalled replication there is no sequence homolog of RecG in eukaryotes, forks. RecG, for example, may only be required to reseveral proteins have been proposed to play a role in verse a stalled fork a short distance beyond the site of the recovery of stalled replication forks such as BLM, DNA damage to provide a primer for template switching, Werner's, and Sgs1 helicases (Frei and Gasser, 2001). whereas RuvAB might be required to migrate Holliday It is likely that many aspects of the structure we present junctions over greater distances and/or through regions here will be a paradigm for these eukaryotic enzymes. of heterology.
The first crystal structure of a helicase (Subramanya 
